2020
SME/PCMIA
Joint Webinar
Technical
Session No. 1

October 15, 2020
12:00 Noon to 2:00 PM

Welcome
The Board of Directors of the Pittsburgh Section of the
Society for Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration (SME) and
the Pittsburgh Coal Mining Institute of America (PCMIA)
together decided that the conditions resulting from the
COVID-19 Pandemic and the restrictions placed on the
venues that we normally use precluded holding the customary face-to-face Joint Annual Meeting. It was also decided that we could still offer to our membership and interested parties the same quality of technical content provided during our Joint Meeting sessions through a series
of webinars. The webinar that you are attending today is
the first in the series of technical sessions. Additional
sessions will be offered over the next few months in the
same or similar format. We thank you for your support
and attendance at our webinars.
Robert P. Kudlawiec, PE, President, PCMIA
Michael A. Trevits, PG, Chair, SME Pittsburgh Section
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SME/PCMIA Joint Webinar
Thursday, October 15, 2020
Technical Session No. 1
12:45 PM Paper No. 1 :Transport Model
for Shale Gas Well Leakage through the
Surrounding Fractured Zones of a
Longwall Mine by K.M. Ajayi, S.J. Schatzel,
Z. Khademian, E. Watkins and V. Gangrade,
NIOSH

11:15 AM - Open Zoom Webinar
12:00 Noon - Welcome to All Registrants
by Robert Kimutis, NIOSH, Joint Meeting
Organizing Committee Chair
12:05 PM - KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Abstract: The risks associated with casing
deformation in unconventional (shale) gas
wells positioned in abutment pillars of
longwall mines is a concern to many in the
mining and gas well industry. With the recent
interest in shale exploration and the proximity to longwall mining in southwestern Pennsylvania, the risk to mine workers could be
catastrophic as fractures in surrounding strata create pathways for transport of leaked
gases. Hence, this research by the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) presents the numerical modeling of
shale gas transport through fractures to predict potential gas flow to the mine in the
event of a hypothetical gas well casing
breach. Field studies are conducted at a site
in southwestern Pennsylvania to determine
longwall
mining-induced
permeabilities
above the abutment pillars with changing
face position and the fracture apertures are
characterized using geomechanical analysis.
Equations are derived to conduct parametric
studies of specific transport conditions to
understand the influence of overburden geology, fracture lengths, and the leaked gas
properties on subsurface transport. The results indicated that the subsurface gas flux
decreases with an increase in fracture length
specifically for a non-gassy stratum, which
emphasizes the impact of gas desorption
through the stratum. Using a sample discrete fracture network (DFN) model, the re-

MSHA: General Update by
David G. Zatezalo, Assistant Secretary for
Mine Safety and Health
Abstract: David Zatezalo will provide a
general update on MSHA as well as introduce the new Eastern Regional Director for
MSHA, Samuel K. Pierce.
12:30 PM - Senior Mine Design Project
Awardee Recognition (Refer to Page 8) by
Jack Trackemas, NIOSH
12:40 PM - Introduction to the Session
Format by Robert Kimutis, NIOSH, Joint
Meeting Organizing Committee Chair

The SME/PCMIA Thanks
Mary E. DelRosso for her
Commitment, Dedication
and Hard Work
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SME/PCMIA Joint Webinar
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Technical Session No. 1 Continued
pillar recovery. The study provided guidelines for pillar sizes under different overburden depths up to 700 ft. The guidelines have
also been applied to conventional gas wells
in longwall pillars. Under deep cover, large
deformations have occurred in gas well casings in longwall chain pillars. Presently, with
a better understanding of coal pillar mechanics, new insight into subsidence movements
induced by retreat mining, and advances in
numerical modeling, it has become important
and feasible to evaluate the adequacy of the
1957 study for longwall gas well pillars.

sults further show the impact of fracture apertures surrounding the abutment pillar on the
volume flow rate of potential shale gas that
could flow into the densely fractured zone
over the gob. These findings provide information on subsurface gas transport that could
be used to take proactive actions to ensure
safety of workers in both industries.

In this presentation, we will present our current view of the 1957 Study. We reanalyzed
the data from the 1957 study from a new perspective by considering various factors, including overburden depth, failure location,
failure time, pillar safety factor, and floor
pressure. We used numerical modeling to
model the stability of gas wells by quantifying
mining-induced stresses and deformations in
gas well casings. Results of our study indicate that the guidelines in the 1957 study
may be appropriate for pillars protecting conventional gas wells in both room-and-pillar
mining and longwall mining under overburden depths up to 700 ft but may not be sufficient for protective pillars under deeper cover. Based on our current evaluation of the
1957 study, we will show why potential gas
well failures can be caused by retreat mining
and what we should consider in protecting
gas wells in longwall pillars.
1:10 PM - Technical Paper No. 2: The Current Perspective of the PA 1957 Gas Well
Pillar Study and Its Implications for
Longwall Gas Well Pillars by Peter Zhang,
Daniel Su, NIOSH and Chris Mark, MSHA

The SME and PCMIA Thank
Robert Kimutis
for Serving as Chairperson
of the Joint Meeting
Organizing Committee

Abstract: Pennsylvania 1957 Gas Well Pillar
Study was developed to determine gas well
pillar sizes for room and pillar mining with full
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Technical Session No. 1 Continued
1:35 PM - Technical Paper No. 3: Preliminary Rib Support Requirements for Coal
Ribs Using a Coal Pillar Rib Rating by K.M.
Mohamed and R. A. Kimutis, NIOSH

The Officers and
Board of Directors of the
PCMIA would like to Thank
Lisa L. Krepps
for her Dedication
and Hard Work

Abstract: Researchers from the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) are developing a coal pillar rib rating
(CPRR) technique to measure the competency of coal ribs. The CPRR characterizes the
rib composition and evaluates its impact on
the inherent stability of the coal ribs. The
CPRR utilizes four parameters: rib homogeneity, bedding condition, strength of rock parting, face cleat orientation with respect to entry direction, and rib height. All these parameters are measurable in the field. A rib data
collecting procedure and a simple sheet to
calculate the CPRR were developed.
The developed CPRR can be used as a rib
quality mapping tool in underground coal
mines and to determine the potential of local
rib instabilities and support requirements associated with overburden depth. CPRR calculations were conducted for about 99 surveyed
coal ribs. Based on this study, the rib performance was classified into four performance
levels: poor, fair, good, and very good. A preliminary minimum primary rib support density
(PRSD) line was obtained from these surveyed cases.

Next Webinar:





November 19 from 6 to 8 PM
Technical session organized
by the North American
Coalbed Methane Forum
SME and PCMIA Awards and
Scholarship winners featured

We Hope to See You
Next Year at
Our SME/PCMIA
Annual Joint Meeting
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SME/PCMIA Student Design Award
The SME and PCMIA have jointly established a competition for the best Senior Design Project. All mining schools have the requirement that graduating seniors complete a capstone
design project to demonstrate their knowledge of engineering fundamentals and analysis of a
problem. Nominees are selected by the mining faculty of the institution and up to two students
per university can be nominated at the discretion of the faculty. The purpose of the award is
to serve as a tangible stimulus for excellence and reward for outstanding effort in the preparation of the senior design project.

1st Place:
Lauren Masterson
Thomas Wetzel
William Chmelik
Guided by:
Dr. Dan Alexander
West Virginia University
2nd Place:
Ryan Power, Brian Watkins
Adam Ohab, Cameron Johnson
Tate Goggin
Guided by:
Dr. Jhon Silva-Castro
University of Kentucky
3rd Place:
Austin Arlt
Colin Keele
Jacob Bergman
Guided by:
Dr. Bruno Ayaga Kansake
Missouri University of Science and Technology
THE SME and PCMIA would like to thank our Project Judges
for their time and commitment to this annual competition.
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2020 SME - Pittsburgh Section Sponsors
AK Coal Resources, Inc.
Alliance Resource Partners, LP
Amerikohl Mining, Incorporated
Brookville Equipment Corporation
Carlson Software, Inc.
CB Mining
Cincinnati Mine Machinery Co.
Civil & Environmental Consultants, Inc.
CME Engineering LP
CONSOL Energy Inc.
CONSPEC Controls Inc.
Contura Energy
Corsa Coal Corp.
Crown Battery Manufacturing Company
CSE Corporation
D'Appolonia
Desko Enterprises, Inc.
DiGioia Gray
EarthRes Group, Inc.
Earthtech, Inc.
Eavenson, Achmuty & Greenwald
Eriez Flotation Division
Eriez Manufacturing Co.
Farnham and Pfile Engineering & Construction
GMS Mine Repair & Maintenance, Inc.
Hanson Aggregates
Hatch Ltd.
Industrial Scientific Corporation
J.H. Fletcher & Co.
JENNMAR Corporation
John T. Boyd Company

Kennametal Inc.
Komatsu Mining Corp.
Lee Supply Co. Inc.
Lincoln Contracting & Equipment Co., Inc.
Marshall Miller & Associates
Metso Corporation
Michael Baker International
MICON
Miltech Analytical Services, Inc.
Miltech Energy Services Inc.
Minova USA Inc.
Murray Energy Corporation
North American Coal Corporation
On Site Gas Systems
PGS & Associates, LLC
PHOENIX First Response
Preptech, Inc.
R.G. Johnson Company, Inc.
Robindale Energy & Associated Companies
Rosebud Mining Company
Skelly and Loy, Inc.
Stantec
Strata Worldwide
Sub-Technical, Inc.
Tensar International Corporation
Tetra Tech, Inc.
Victaulic
Weir International, Inc.
Xtraction Science and Technology, Inc.
18 Karat, Inc.
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SME established the nonprofit SME Foundation in 1991. The mission of the SME
Foundation is to be the source of funding for education and outreach to SME and
the community it serves. The SME Foundation fulfills its mission by supporting projects that disseminate mining/mineral information and technology worldwide; encourage professional development; educate children, teachers, and the public about
the significant role that the minerals industry plays in their everyday lives; build
consensus for a strong, environmentally sound minerals industry in the United
States and the world; and support of college-level students and programs meeting
industry demands for engineers and researchers in the future.
The SME Foundation functions to help raise funds for outreach programs for K-12
science classroom education, scholarships for students to study various mining
engineering and geology fields and programs to inform the public about the importance of mining in everyday lives.
To find out more information or to lend your support please
contact the SME Foundation at their website at:
www.smefoundation.org
SME Foundation
12999 E. Adam Aircraft Circle
Englewood, CO 80112
303.948.4239

